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future 

3. Belief employee contributions 
have impact on company’s overall 
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4. Pride in company 

5. Trust senior leadership to do 
what’s best for the organization & 
workers 

6. Rewarded for accomplishments 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOAL: Show the very real differences between employers and employees  and call special attention to financial compensation, supervisor TIME: 1 - 2 minutesWHAT’S THE BIG IDEA? There are clear disconnects between employers and employees on the drivers of engagement.Employers and employees differ on what drives engagement. Employers look to the environment in which an employee works.Employees focus on how they interact with that environment.While employers emphasize reporting relationships and company prospects, employees are far more concerned with their own performance. They want to be rewarded and they want to feel empowered, believing that they can make a real difference, based on the efforts they make to help the organization succeed.



 

Only 55% of companies survey employees  
to identify what drives retention 

Disconnect on retention drivers continues  
to plague employers 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOAL: Show the very real differences between employers and employees  and call special attention to financial compensation, supervisor TIME: 1 - 2 minutesWHAT’S THE BIG IDEA? Employers and employees continue a pattern of disagreement that Spherion has been tracking for more than a decade on what drives retention. With just over half of companies surveying workers to see why they stay, it isn’t surprising that employers and employees disagree on what drives retention. In fact, while financial compensation is ranked #1, in terms of the percentage of employees who believe it is very important, it is ranked #4 among employers.  And while employers are most likely to say supervisor relationship is most important, this comes in 7th place among employees. And, employees rank time and flexibility #4 in retention drivers, while Employers ranked it dead last. These findings are in keeping with the results from previous waves of Emerging Workforce research, indicating that this gap in understanding has not closed over time, and adding additional evidence that more open communication is needed between employers and their employees. One thing is different this year: fewer employers are tracking retention drivers (55% this year vs. 60% last year).
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Presentation Notes
GOAL: Show the differences between generations TIME: 1 - 2 minutesWHAT’S THE BIG IDEA? Not every generation views retention the same way. Even Gen Y and Gen Z have slightly different perspectives. The story shifts a bit when we look at what it takes to retain younger workers.Compensation is king for employees who have experienced the massive layoffs of the recessionary years—either for themselves or watching as their parents and older siblings lost their jobs. Now employment is high, but wages are stagnant. Annual increases of 2% or less simply don’t cut it. In fact, more Millennials still live at home with their parents than any other young adults since the 1940s. (Pew Research)Once we get past the dollar challenge, we see differences in what those just now starting to enter the workforce want vs. workers just a few years older.Gen Y looks for some stability in terms of benefits, earnings potential and the flexibility that becomes so critical when families are established.Gen Z wants all of these things, but they put greater emphasis on the opportunity to learn, to contribute, to advance.3 things important to employers barely register with younger workers:Management ClimateSupervisor RelationshipTraining & DevelopmentSome of the programs and practices that promote higher retention are:More training and development programsCoaching and development programsBonuses for top performers to stay[May want to clarify the differences between the generations, noting that the exact span of years is always a subject of debate.)Gen Y (Millennials) – born 1981 to 1995 (19+)Gen Z – born 1996 to 2009 (18 or younger)
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